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REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

IN THE POLITICAL PARTIES TRIBUNAL AT NAIROBI 

COMPLAINT NO. 364 OF 2017 

 

IMMACULATE WANGARI NJENGA..……………….…….……….…COMPLAINANT 

VERSUS 

JUBILEE PARTY..……………………………………..………..…………….RESPONDENT 

 

JUDGMENT 

Introduction 

1. The Claimant hails from Nkaimurunya Ward, Kajiado North Constituency, Kajiado 

County. She was the only woman contestant for the competitive primaries in which 

she lost. Thereafter, she applied for nomination to represent the dual interests of 

women and youth under section 7 of the County Governments Act, 2017. Instead, 

she was considered and shortlisted on the gender top up list. However, her name 

was omitted in the final list. She contends that Nkaimurunya Ward which has never 

had a woman representative nominated to the Kajiado County Assembly has a 

vacuum.  

2. Her other grievance is that the women who have been listed did not contest any 

seat in the competitive primaries.  

3. In our view if that is the case, then that is how it should be. The nomination slots are 

for special interest groups who because of embedded economic and social factors 

such as marginalization are left outside the mainstream political process. The slots 

are not meant to retain the loyalty of party members who lose in the primaries or to 

reward party cronies and officials. Every entry on the list must represent an 

identifiable special interest. 

4. The Claimant further contends that the removal of her name is a violation of the 

two-thirds gender rule. We however, note that the two thirds gender rule applies to 

the composition of the assembly as a whole. There is no specific requirement that 
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every ward must be represented by a woman. However, the political party must 

under the law, take into account both the regional and ethnic diversity of the 

county in compiling its nomination lists. We were not told which wards, regions or 

constituencies were over-represented to the detriment of Nkaimurunya Ward.  

5. What is apparent to us is that contrary to section 7 of the County Government Act, 

2012 the Respondent’s list does not reflect the face of Kajiado County in terms of 

ethnic representation. As a matter of fact, the list is almost exclusively composed of 

the two majority communities within the fairly cosmopolitan county. The same is 

unlawful and cannot stand scrutiny. We are bound by the decision of the Court of 

Appeal in Rose Wairimu Kamau v IEBC [2013] eKLR that nominations at the county 

level must reflect the diversity of the communities of the concerned county.  We so 

hold. 

6. A party list that does not comply with the Constitution cannot claim to be insulated 

from inquiries as to whether it has complied with requirements of the Constitution. To 

hold otherwise would be to license the subversion and frustration of clear, deliberate 

and noble objectives of the Constitution. See Lydia Mathia v Nasula Lesuuda [2013] 

eKLR 

7. In that regard, the Tribunal must under section 11 of the Fair Administrative Action 

Act grant the most appropriate reliefs in every dispute before it. The Tribunal must 

not only vindicate the rights of the aggrieved party before it, but also remedy any 

violation of the Constitution.  

8. Accordingly, we make the following orders:  

a) The Claimant’s claim be and is hereby dismissed. 

b) Each party to bear its own costs. 

 

Dated at Nairobi this  27th day of July 2017 

 

Kyalo Mbobu (Chairperson)………………………………….. 

James Atema (Member) ………………………………………. 

Hassan Abdi (Member) ………………………………………. 

Dr. Adelaide Mbithi (Member) ……………………………… 

 


